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Abstract: The fifth generation (5G) of mobile communication technology poses lots of questions
while introducing significant improvements compared with previous generations. The most sensitive
question is related to the safety of human exposure. The aim of present work was to analyze, with
a few chosen examples, two of the most significant features of 5G emissions: the extreme spatial
variability of the exposure and the nonlinear dynamics characteristics of the temporal variability
of the exposure. Two models of patch antenna arrays operating at 3.7 GHz with varying beam
forming and beam steering capabilities were considered for an analysis of the specific absorption
rate of electromagnetic energy deposition in tissues of a head model. This allowed clear emphasis
on the influence of the antenna geometry and feeding peculiarities on the spatial variability of
exposure. The second approach implemented the original idea of following the nonlinear recurrence
behavior of exposure in time, and underlined the time variability characteristics of emissions with
a real-life mobile phone running different 5G applications. Time series of the emitted electric-field
strengths were recorded by means a real-time spectrum analyzer and two near-field probes differently
positioned in the beam. The presence of laminar emissions, chaotic emissions, determinism and
recurrence in the exposures prove the potential for recurrence quantification in predicting time
variability features of 5G exposure. Overall, the impact of 5G signals on living bodies, with the
highest possible man-made spatial and temporal variability, may have very unpredictable bio-
medical consequences.

Keywords: 5G-FR1 signals; microwaves exposure; SAR in the head; patch antenna arrays;
time-series; recurrence

1. Introduction

Massive mobile and wireless communication systems usage has led to increasing
demand for higher data rates and low transmission latency. The 5th generation (5G) of
mobile communication technology was developed to provide a solution that overcomes
the limitations of current communications standards. Deployment of 5G network systems
brings new services and utilities used by the internet of things (IoT) applications [1–3].
Compared to the fourth generation (4G-LTE) that uses frequencies below 6 GHz, the 5G new
radio (NR) technology uses two different frequency ranges: frequency range 1 (FR1), which
covers frequencies lower than 6 GHz plus an extension up to 7.125 GHz [4,5]; and frequency
range 2 (FR2), with a radio spectrum in the 24.25–52.60 GHz band [6]. 5G systems require
high throughput capability and efficient spectrum utilization; for this reason, new standards
and services are in use today. In this case, significant support is offered by multiple-in-
multiple-out (MIMO) transmission that allows energy to be focused in sharp high-gain
beams in the direction of a specific mobile user [7–9], with the capacity to dynamically
follow the target (adaptive beam steering). One of the significant improvements achieved
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by 5G technology is the use of phased-array antennas which offer high data throughput
and integrity, spatial multiplexing and beamforming techniques [10,11]. Beamforming
generates a very directional beam that dramatically increases the useful signal strength.
At least two significant time-dependent effects accompany the use of massive MIMO: (a)
time-variation of the total radiated power associated with the base mechanism of power
control; (b) variability of the radiation pattern of the antennas, in order to characterize the
emitted radiation through the modification of the spatial distribution.

Although there is no doubt about the necessity of communication systems with ultra-
reliable links and excellent coverage, one of the concerns people have about 5G technology
implementation is related to the possible biological effects and health consequences due to
electromagnetic exposure [12]. The population is firmly convinced that 5G densification
leads to an uncontrolled and unacceptable increase in human exposure levels [13]. For
these reasons, proper assessment of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) is of great importance.

In this regard, a series of guidelines have been issued on the limitation of human
exposure to EMFs. They were proposed at the level of international institutions, such
as the World Health Organization, the US Federal Communications Commission, the
International Telecommunication Union and the European Council. At the same time,
some countries, such as Belgium, have adopted stricter regulations [14]. There are several
safety regulations released by international bodies which establish the basic restrictions
of EMFs exposure, such as the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP) [15], the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [16]
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [17]. The safety limits for occupational
exposure set by ICNIRP and IEEE for frequencies greater than 6 GHz were established in
order to limit increases of localized skin temperatures to about 2 to 3 degrees centigrade in
a continually exposed human body. Until now, it was demonstrated that millimeter waves
are particularly injurious to the lens of the eye and to cornea because these areas cannot
efficiently dissipate the thermal energy [18]. Therefore, such exposure can result in a rapid
temperature increase and high peak corneal temperatures.

In 5G networks, when phased-array antennas are providing the localization service,
an estimation of the user equipment (UE) location is given. Then, this information is
analyzed in order to characterize the features of each beam. The localized–enhanced
pencil beamforming module calculates the beam pointing direction and the beam width for
serving the user depending on the UE localization. In 2018, Chiaraviglio et al. [19] presented
a method to evaluate the impact of pencil beamforming; they found out a strong exposure
reduction when the tuning of the narrow beams integrated the localization information. The
narrower the beams, the more EMFs exposure decreases when a target user is not localized.

There are numerous studies in which authors analyzed, by measurement or by sim-
ulation, the compliance of 5G with human exposure levels. In this line, Gultekin and
colleagues [20] assessed EMFs strength and power absorption in ex vivo bovine brain
tissue at 1.9 GHz, 4 GHz and 39 GHz—which corresponds to 4G and 5G frequency ranges.
They observed that the specific absorption rate (SAR) of energy deposition in tissues and
the radiation penetration depth in the brain tissue decreases with increasing frequency.
In the case of magnetic pulse application, some authors reported alteration of the brain
electrical activity [21]. In [22], the 5G exposure variability was analyzed when an access
point (AP)—with 64 elements of phased- antennas array emitting at 3.7 GHz was used as
a radiation source in the proximity of a child anatomical model. The proposed method
highlighted high levels of SAR when phased-array antennas with beamforming patterns are
directed primarily towards the model surface. However, the computed SAR values were
significantly lower than the basic restrictions established by ICNIRP guidelines. Another
recent paper [23] assessed the impact of electromagnetic exposure due to narrow-beam
usage in 5G networks and demonstrated that localized pencil beamforming results in
a significant reduction of user exposure compared with fixed-width beams.

From another perspective, dosimetric studies are scarce on the subjects of the dynam-
ics of emitted signals in the time domain, and the momentary and mean dose rates of
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energy absorption in the tissues [24]. Certain assessment methods of the time variability
of the emitted signals would complete dosimetric assessment of 5G signals. Recently, it
has become undoubted that the massive proportion of human exposure in 5G networks
comes from the mobile terminal, and not from the bases station antennas [25].Therefore,
the present work proposes two major objectives related to the description of specificities
of human exposure due to dynamic beamforming and beam steering capabilities of cur-
rent communication devices. The first one is the characterization of the electric (E) field
strength and SAR distributions at incidence or inside a human head model when the signal
source is a generic phased-array antenna providing variable beam steering angles. The
second objective is the description of the dynamics of the emitted field levels of a real-life
mobile phone connected in a 5G-FR1 network, based on nonlinear dynamics and featuring
a possible recurrent behavior.

The originality in this work consists of gaining complementary information that com-
pletes the classical static-metrics approach of human exposure (dose) with a dynamic model
(dose rate—either momentary or average) by underlining the extreme and quantifiable
variability of exposure in both space and in time, specific to 5G emissions.

Recurrence is a key that may characterize dynamic systems; it was first introduced
by Henri Poincare in 1890 [26]. Ninety years later, J.-P Eckmann et al. [27] introduced the
recurrence representation to visualize the occurrence of recurrences in dynamic systems.
Recurrence analysis is particularly used in medicine and biology, and in recent years it
has also been adopted by financial and meteorological specialists. Guo et al. [28] analyzed
recurrence variables in patients with coronary artery disease by morphological changes in
pulse variability analysis. By interpreting the recurrence parameters, which indicated much
higher values in patients with coronary disease than in healthy ones, the authors concluded
that the recurrence analysis is an effective method in determining the predictability of some
systems. Melillo et al. [29], studied heart rate variability in 42 students exposed to stressful
conditions (during a test), by recording the electrocardiogram for five minutes. Recurrence
analysis showed different values in stressful and non-stressful conditions, thus validating
their usefulness in determining and predicting certain states, in this case situations with
low and high emotional stress can be differentiated. The current approach to 5G signals,
based on our first report [30], looks for the specificities of the emissions near the mobile
terminal while mobile applications are running.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes two phased-
array antenna models (a linear and a planar one) that will be the sources of exposure for
a human head; an experimental approach meant to assess the emitted field near a 5G mobile
phone with the final objective of emphasizing recurrent time imprint of the exposure in
function of the used mobile application. Section 3 discusses the exposimetric and dosimetric
results based on different scenarios of emission, and Section 4 summarizes the important
findings of our work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Computational Dosimetric Study
2.1.1. Antenna Models

Microstrip antennas are mostly suitable for mobile terminals and access points (AP) in
indoor environments due to easy replication, low cost and low profile [31]. A 1×4 patch-array
antenna and a 2×4 patch-array antenna, both operating in the 3.7 GHz band, were designed
in CST Microwave Studio software [32]. By using the two different types of antennas,
namely, linear and planar models, we aimed to investigate their performances in terms of
spacing between patches, amplitude distribution, excitation phase and number of elements
in the array. Secondly, the effects of such incident field distributions were considered for
further energy deposition in exposed tissues. In many applications, multi-element antennas
are designed to obtain higher directive characteristics. An array architecture controls the
radiation pattern of an antenna in azimuth and elevation directions. The advantage is
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that regular microstrip patch-antenna arrays are simple to manufacture, small in size and
low cost.

One of the accompanying drawbacks of these antenna arrays is the specific influence
of the mutual coupling effect between the antenna elements with their main characteris-
tics. In [33] authors underlined an evident, less mutual coupling effect between antenna
elements in linear arrays compared with planar arrays. In this regard, we considered it
necessary to study some limitations and the performance of adaptive antennas.

Each patch element was made of three layers: the ground layer; the substrate layer,
modeled by a FR-4 material (Er = 4.4, thickness = 1.6 mm, loss tangent = 0.018 [34]); and
the patch layer, made of copper (thickness = 0.04 mm). All dimensions of the single-patch
antenna were established accordingly to the resonance frequency. To correctly determine
the size of the antenna ports, the extension coefficient option was used in order to obtain
the impedance line with an error of less than 1%. The input power for each antenna
element used throughout the study was 0.5 W. Figure 1 shows both antenna arrays with
their significant geometric parameters, together with S11 scattering parameter variation
with frequency.
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Figure 1. Configuration of the modeled antenna arrays and the computed reflection coefficient (S11)
for: (a) linear array of 1×4 elements and (b) planar array of 2×4 elements.
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Beamforming and beam steering may be accomplished by changing the relative phases
of the signals driving the elements. Therefore, in this work, we studied the influence of
using some phase shifts between the antenna elements on the amount of energy absorbed
inside a head model.

Table 1 presents the different phases that we applied between patch elements of the
linear 1×4 patch array. We noticed that if there is no phase difference between the elements
of the antenna array, a sufficiently high gain is obtained compared with the other cases,
but not the highest. Therefore, the maximum gain of an antenna array can be improved
by applying specific phase differences between its elements. In this sense, for the case
[0;30;80;130] degree phase shift, the maximum gain of 6.95 dBi was obtained. However, for
this type of phased antenna, low—gain values were obtained at the resonance frequency of
3.641 GHz. For example, it is observed that for a phase difference of 180 degrees between
the antenna elements, the performance and constructive properties of the antenna array
decrease considerably, obtaining a gain of only 2.74 dBi.

Table 1. The influence of the phase difference between the elements of the linear array 1×4 patch
antenna on some significant parameters.

Phase of the Elements (Degrees) Antenna Maximum Gain (dBi) Total Efficiency (dB)

[−30;0;0;30] 6.86 −3.84
[−60;0;0;60] 6.61 −4.14
[−90;0;0;90] 6.27 −4.19

[−180;0;0;180] 5.14 −3.99
[0;0;0;0] 6.81 −3.84

[0;30;80;130] 6.95 −3.95
[30;0;30;0] 6.5 −4.00
[60;0;60;0] 5.67 −4.26

[60;90;180;270] 6.91 −3.82
[90;0;90;0] 4.43 −4.78

[180;0;180;0] 2.74 −6.19
[270;30;90;180] 6.5 −3.90

Table 2 presents the nine cases considered in the analysis regarding the phases applied
to the antenna elements for the planar array. When we did not apply a certain phase shift
between the antenna elements, we obtained 0.05 dBi less gain when doubling the number
of elements, but as the phase shift was introduced, we identified the highest gain values for
this antenna model; for example, in [−30;−60;−90;−120;−150;−180;−210;−240] case we
received a 10.07 dBi gain. Similar to the other case, here, when using a 180 degrees phase
shift between the elements, we obtained the lowest gain.

Table 2. The influence of the phase difference between the elements of planar array of 2×4 patch
antenna on some significant parameters.

Phase of the Elements (Degrees) Antenna Maximum Gain (dBi) Total Efficiency (dB)

[0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0] 6.76 −4.81
[−180;0;180;0;−180;0;180;0] 4.8 −6.03

[−30,0;30;0;−60;0;60;0] 6.12 −4.31
[30;60;90;120;150;180;210;230] 9.13 −3.41

[−30;−60;−90;−120;−150;−180;−210;−240] 10.07 −3.04
[150;−80;−10;60;130;200;270;340] 10.03 −3.31

[0;−30;−60;−90;90;60;30;0] 8.16 −4.27
[90;0;−90;0;30;0;−30;0] 6.24 −4.97

By analyzing the radiation pattern diagrams, we noticed more directive and narrower
radiation beams for the planar 2×4 antenna and a smaller angular width of the main
radiation lobes, for the linear 1×4 array.
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2.1.2. Exposure and Dosimetric Assessment

In order to assess the exposure spatial variability of a human body part (head) during
the daily use of a wireless device, we imported the upper section of the human adult female
model (Laura); namely, the head, from CST MWS Studio library. Dielectric properties
of the tissues of the head were chosen instead of resonance frequency according to the
literature [35]. The boundary conditions were set as perfect matched layers (PML) with
20 cells of free space and 7 cells per wavelength. The phased-array antennas were placed,
one by one, at a fixed distance of 20 cm from the head, as we can see in Figure 2, for further
dosimetric analyses.
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Figure 2. Exposure scenarios: (a) linear 1×4 patch array antenna and (b) planar 2×4 patch
array antenna.

All simulations were performed in CST MWS Studio software using the finite-integration
technique (FIT). Briefly, this method transforms Maxwell’s equations from their integral
form into a system of linear equations [36]. The simulation procedure involves, first, the
selection of the computational domain, which is subsequently divided into several small
elements called grid cells. The spatial discretization of the Maxwell equations is performed
in both primary and secondary grid systems that are orthogonal to each other [37].

In this work, we computed the incident E-field strength on the head tangent plane in air
and the SAR absorbed by the head for both antenna arrays. In order to thoroughly analyze
the distribution of SAR values inside the head, we have chosen a section plane vertical to
the head model, which marks a section through its center (sagittal plane). Likewise, we
extracted the peak values, SARmax (10 g), averaged over 10 g tissue; and the average values,
SARmean(10 g), in each tissue (skin, fat, muscle, bone, brain and eye tissue) according to the
phase difference used between the elements of the phased-array antennas (different beam
steering angle of the antennas).

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure for the Emitted Field Real-Variability Measurement

A mobile phone (Motorola smartphone model g 5G plus) was used as the source
of EMF exposure of a person. It was connected to 5G FR1 network in the band n77,
with a central frequency f = 3.7 GHz and channel bandwidth BW = 40 MHz in time
division duplexing (TDD). The maximum transmitted power of the mobile terminal was
23 dBm. The UE was used indoors, 75 m apart from the base station, in non-line-of-sight
conditions (NLOS).

The measurement equipment was composed of a spectrum analyzer Spectran 5 (Aa-
ronia) model HF 80120 V5 X and two PSB E1 near-field probes model (Aronia). To record
and display the data as the received spectrum (in dBm) versus time, we used Aaronia MCS
Spectrum Analysis and Aaronia RTSA Suite Pro software packages. As field emissions
situations, we used five mobile running applications: file download, file upload, streaming,
voice and video call. After the radiated electric field was captured, we determined the
channel power values by a method described in our earlier paper [38]. Then, using the
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calibration files of the electrical field probes, the Pchannel (mW) was expressed in terms of
E-field strength during 24 s long usage in air, at 10 cm from the mobile terminal.

Time-series of E-field strengths (240 values, collected every 1 s) were used to character-
ize the nonlinear time dynamics of the emissions. A total of ten situations were evaluated
(five mobile applications by two field probes capturing the signals from two different angles
with regard to the beam direction).

Nonlinear data analysis quantifies the number and duration of recurrences in a dynamic
system and is represented by the spatial trajectory of the phases. On this line, the
one-dimensional time series is expanded into a higher dimensional space which enacts the
dynamics of the underlying source. According to Takens’ theorem [39], it is possible to
reconstruct the trajectory in phase space from a unique scalar time series of observable
quantities. In this sense, one can obtain more information about a system by examining
the dynamics in a space defined by vectors delayed by a dimension m. Several methods
are used to correctly determine the embedding parameters. In our work, to determine the
delay (d) we chose the following methods: the average mutual information function (AMI),
introduced by Fraser and Swinney in 1986 [40]; and the false nearest neighbors (FNN)
method, developed by Kennel and others [41].

Recurrence plots are used to provide a qualitative view of the dynamics of a particular
system. Such a graph actually represents the global probabilistic autocorrelation function
that highlights the relative frequencies to which a system returns during its dynamics.
Compared with other classical signal processing methods, such as Fourier transform based
methods, recurrence plots (RP) and recurrence quantification analysis (RQA), they have the
advantage of being sensitive to certain different dynamic properties and relatively immune
to noise [42]. First, the delay (d) must be estimated to be able to determine the embedding
size. Choosing an optimal delay can be problematic; for example, if d is too small, the
coordinates used for each reconstructed vector cannot be independent in order to carry
new information about the trajectory of the system in a state space; if d is too large, the
coordinates can become random relative to each other. The “false neighbor” concept is the
method used to determine the embedding size [43]. This actually represents a point in the
time series that looks like a neighbor because the orbit is seen in a small embedding space.
Ideally, m should be large enough to unfold the system trajectories from self-overlaps, but
not too large to avoid amplifying the noise. The general rule is to set m ≤ 2N + 1, where N
is the number of operating variables in the studied system [44].

In the present research, we assessed the following recurrence indicators of the emitted
radiation: (a) reccurence plots—graphical tools based on phase reconstruction which offers
a visual inspection of time evolution. When studying RPs, the structural lines and colours
must be inspected, and if the time series are truly random and have no structure, there will
not be any idetifiable patterns. On the contrary, the determinism can be detected by some
distinct distributions of colours. Closer inspection of recurrence plots reveal some scale
structures; such as diagonal lines, vertical and horizontal lines, or single dots. For example,
if single or isolated reccurence points occur in RPs, these states are rare and indicate heavy
fluctuation in progress. The presence of vertical and horizontal lines/clusters indicate
laminar states. If some periodic/quasi-periodic patterns are identifiable, the process is cycli-
cal. In addition, (b) RQA parameters (determinism, recurrence rate, laminarity, trapping
time, entropy, trend and longest diagonal line) which state in a non-linear data analysis
method the quantification of the number and duration of recurrences specific to a dynamic
system; (c) recurrence histograms, showing the characteristic periodicity of the time series;
(d) correlation dimension charts, representing the number of independent variables needed
to describe a dynamic system and used to distinguish chaotic and random behavior; when
the correlation dimension graph is similar to a 45-degree straight line, truly random signals
have occurred instead of chaotic and periodic signals for which their correlation dimension
is saturated at some point; (e) phase space plots, indicating the rate at which the state of the
system changes over time, occupying a subregion of the phase space, called an attractor.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Numerical Results of the Dosimetric Study Related to Beam Steering
3.1.1. Numerical Analysis for 1×4 Linear Patch Antenna Array

Figure 3 depicts the E-field level distributions in the planes parallel to the antenna
array, at tangency to the head and related to each phase difference (which is equivalent
to a specific beam steering direction). The color scale range includes all values of the
E-field strength in that plane, between the minimum and the maximum value. For the case
[180;0;0;180] degrees phase difference, the lowest E-field strength was obtained; namely,
18 V/m, because the antenna array has the lowest efficiency at this configuration. The
maximum E-field strength was 63.5 V/m and corresponded to the phases case [0;0;0;0].
Although in this situation gain was not the highest, the maximum E-field strength still
appeared; therefore, we can state that the use of the phase difference between the elements
of the antenna conducting a high gain does not lead to the highest values for E level (V/m).

We also observe that the opposite phase elements conduct a double beam distribution,
with energy concentrated on larger surfaces. By using positive phase differences between
the antenna elements, we highlighted the fact that the distribution of the electric field is
concentrated on a much smaller surface with a much narrower and more directive main
radiation lobe, compared with the case using negative phases. When we used [−30;0;0;30],
[−60;0;0;60], [−90;0;0;90], and [−180;0;0;180] degrees phase difference, higher values of the
E-field strength were obtained compared with the cases [30;0;0;30], [60;0;0;60], [90;0;0;90],
and [180;0;0;180].

The images in Figure 3 complement the graphs of the radiation patterns; the main
radiation lobe is highlighted to clearly observe the main radiation direction.

SARmax was identified at the phase difference [−30,0,0,30] degrees, since the main
radiation lobe is positioned on the radiation diagram (located at 5 degrees orientation)
closest to the normal direction (0 degrees) at which the head model is located. Also,
the radiation lobe is the narrowest, with an angular width of 12 degrees, being much
more directional. Although we obtained the highest gain of the antenna in the case of
using the phase difference [0,30,80,130], SARmax has a substantially low value of only
1.89 × 10−5 W/kg, which can be explained by the fact that as the angular width of the
main radiation lobe increases, it becomes less directive, and the amount of transmitted
power is concentrated over a much larger area.

We notice that the SAR distribution is completely different for the cases [0,30,80,130]
and [60;0;60;0] compared with the others (Figure 4). This is primarily due to the fact that
the angular width of the main radiation lobe is large and, secondarily, because it is oriented
in a direction that does not coincide with the normal incidence to the head model surface.
In addition, in these two cases, a linear variation of the SAR values inside the human head
was not identified because, for instance, higher SAR values were obtained in the brain
rather than in the bone or muscle tissues of the head.

According to the graphs of Figure 4, the highest SAR values are found in the following
tissues, in decreasing order: skin, fat and eyes.

SARmax values have an almost linear tendency to decrease, as we move from one tissue
to another, from the outside to the inside of the head model. Skin and fat tissues absorb
an approximately equal amount of power; even in muscle and bone tissue, we observe
the presence of significant SAR values. In the brain, the SARmax values are in the range
3.55 × 10−6−0.05 W/kg. Meanwhile, the ocular tissue absorbs a considerable amount of
power because the relative electrical permittivity is low and the exposed tissue surface
is small. We identified the highest SAR max values in the following cases: [−30,0,0,30],
[0,0,0,0], and [−60,0,0,60] degrees.
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Although previously we obtained the peak values of SAR in the skin tissue, when
determining the average values of this parameter in the entire head model we obtained
the highest values of SARmean in the eye tissue. For example, in the case of phase shifts
[−30;0;0;30] degrees, there is a difference of 0.06 W/kg between the SAR absorbed in the
eye tissue and the SAR absorbed in the skin. The lowest values were recorded in the brain.
In Figure 5b, we can see that the bone tissue absorbs a greater amount of energy than the
muscle tissue for all cases of phase shift used.
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The SARmax and SARmean values identified in this scenario do not exceed the reference
limits of exposure established in the ICNIRP 2020 guidelines, as seen in Figure 5, where the
specific SAR values are expressed in each tissue and per each beam steering direction.

3.1.2. Numerical Analysis for Planar 2×4 Patch Antenna Array

By changing the antenna configuration from linear to planar, and by doubling the num-
ber of its elements, net differences can be observed. For example, in Figure 6 we notice that
the elements of the array provide narrow beams directed perpendicularly to the antenna
surface, except for the case where opposite-phase elements ([−180;0;180;0;−180;0;180;0])
conduct to multiple beams. Compared with the results obtained for 1×4 linear patch array,
in this case, we notice that the power is concentrated on a smaller surface, an effect due to
the narrower width of the radiation lobes.

Similarly with the previous situation, here we found the highest value of E-field
strength (113 V/m) for in-phase elements and the lowest value (33 V/m) for a п delta phase
alternatively applied between two adjacent elements. Increasing the number of elements
implies the appearance of higher peaks of incident E-field strengths. Doubling the number
of elements in the antenna configuration confirms the previously stated conclusion that
a higher antenna gain does not necessarily result in the maximum value of the E-field level.
The distribution pattern of the electric field differs between the simulations, a fact that
emphasizes the impact of the phase shift between the elements, and the deformation of the
radiation pattern is closely related to the presence of the head model and the amplitude of
the main radiation lobe.

Compared with the four-element antenna, in this case there are different distri-
butions of the electric field in the eight phase-shift situations. In this sense, we do
not observe a clear rule for the path of energy distribution; for example, in the case
[30;60;90;120;150;180;210;230] phase differences, the main radiation lobe is more directive
and narrower when compared with the case [0;−30;−60;−90;90;60;30;0], where the energy
is spread on a larger surface and the main lobe is less directive.
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Figure 6. E-field strength in a receiving plane parallel to the 2×4 planar array antenna at 20 cm away
(tangent to the face of the head model) as a function of the phase difference/beam steering direction.

Figure 7 depicts the distribution of SAR values inside the head model for the case using
eight in-phase elements of the antenna array, where its maximum value of 0.805 W/kg
can be observed. We visualize a considerable difference in the SAR values between the
two types of arrays, because in the present situation we obtained a value of SAR that was
higher by 0.563 W/kg. SARmax = 0.783 W/kg was obtained for the in-phase element array,
and SARmin = 0.0323 W/kg was recorded when simulating an alternative phase difference
of 180 degrees between the antenna elements.

Comparing all the simulated cases, we can easily observe the influence that the
phase shift/beam steering angle has on the absorption and distribution of the amount
of radiated power. For the phase combination [30;60;90;120;150;180;210;230] where we
obtained the highest realized gain of the phased-array antenna, a large amount of power
and the significant SAR values are concentrated in the upper part of the head, more
precisely in the eye area, the forehead, and inside the brain (similar behavior was found in
[0;−30;−60;−90;90;60;30;0] case). In this regard, if we alternatively introduce a 30 degree
phase shift between antenna elements, we underline the same distributions of the SAR.
Similar SAR distributions are observed for [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0], [−30,0;30;0;−60;0;60;0] and
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[90;0;−90;0;30;0;−30;0] cases because the angular width and amplitude of the main lobes
have values that are very similar.
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Increasing the number of elements in the antenna design results in a higher contribu-
tion of the incident field to the dose of radiation absorbed in the human tissues, highlighting
up to a threefold increase in values in certain cases. After the SARmax values were extracted
from each tissue, we prepared in Figure 8 as an overview; we can see that microwave
power absorbtion decays quickly in the depth of the head, as expected. However there are
some significant local-peak SAR values in specific and highly localized points in the head
model. In our results, such states are observed in the eye tissues, which are particularly
vulnerable to electromagnetic radiation-induced heating because they are located outside
the body surface and are less perfused by blood; therefore, they cannot redistribute the
produced heat [45]. For the in-phase element array, we recorded the highest SARmean
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value (0.27 W/kg) inside eye tissue. In the case of brain tissue, a small amount of power
deposition was encountered.
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3.2. Experimental Results of Recurrent Exposure Dynamics for Mobile-Phone Emission Situations

In the recurrence graphs corresponding to the five mobile applications (Figure 9)
running on the phone, we notice the existence of vertical and horizontal lines that indicate
that certain states of the exposure level change slowly over time. For example, during
videocall application emission (probe 1), between [0–90] coordinates the graph shows
shades of similar colors, with close distance values, which indicates that the signal has close
electric-field intensity values; in this case the signal had a slow variation (over few seconds).
The same pattern is identified between [120–220] coordinates; between coordinates [90–110]
the pattern with shades of dark colors indicates an increase in the signal. For the voice call
emission (Probe 2), we observe white patterns surrounded by vertical red and green lines.
The dark-colored surfaces suggest that they are at a much greater distance than the other
surfaces, with respect to the phase space. In fact, the white areas indicate recurrence, while
the other areas represent events that occur less often. A significant aspect can be identified in
the graphic representation of the recurrences specific to the download application emission,
as they are structured and complex. In the case of the two probes measuring the local
emitted field, we observe sets of lines of different lengths (of the same color) parallel with
the line of identity (LOI) , which indicates the predictability of the signal. The diagonal lines
parallel to the LOI represent the parallel trajectories (mirror segments) for the same time
evolution. Since the definition of the Lyapunov exponent uses the parallel running time of
the trajectories, the relationship between the diagonal lines and the Lyapunov exponent
is obvious.

Given the fact that the distribution of colors in the recurrence graphs form certain
patterns for each case of mobile phone emission, the analyzed signals present a degree of
determinism and are structured, not random.

Table 3 presents RQA values for all five mobile applications in case of the two E-
field probes. These parameters provide more information about the quantification of
the number and duration of recurrences specific to a dynamic system. For download,
streaming, video call and voice application, the DET parameter values indicate the existence
of a deterministic system, i.e., the existence of signal sequences that repeat themselves
at different time intervals. Small values of the DET parameter imply a low degree of
determinism of the signal, a fact proved by the uplink signal and the recurrence graphs.
A significant value of this parameter (1.31) is found in the case of using probe 2 for the voice
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application. Similarly, for the applications where the value of the RR parameter exceeds 0,
a high density of recurrence points is indicated, a fact connected with the existence of
a greater determinism, compared with the other applications.
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Table 3. The RQA parameters for all five mobile applications.

RQA Variables
Download Upload Streaming Video Call Voice Call

Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 1 Probe 2 Probe 1 Probe 2

Determinism (DET) 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1.31
Reccurence rate (RR) 0 0 0 0 0.1 7.45 0.6 9.19 0.1 30.6

Laminarity (LAM) −1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 8.7
Trapping time (TT) −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 11

Entropy (ENTR) −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
Trend 0 0 0 0 3.27 −32.6 2.5 −9.2 3.3 −136

Longest diagonal
line (Lmax) −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 10
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Negative values of the TREND parameter indicate that the exposure is moving far
away from the state it initially had and continues to change.

The three parameters LAM, TT and Lmax quantify the vertical lines composed of
recurrence points within the recurrence plots, which actually represent time intervals
where the exposure does not modify appreciably. In the case of streaming, video call
and voice call applications, the values for the laminarity parameter are higher than those
obtained for downloading and uploading files. The value of LAM decreases if there are
more numbers of singular recurrence points than vertical structures, which can also be
observed in our cases in the graphical representations.

The recurrence histograms (Figure 10) usually show the characteristic periodicity of
the time series E-field level emitted during application running. Time lag is represented on
the abscissa, and the percentage of recurrence is represented on the ordinate. We observe
a dense structure of the graphics related to the download (Probe 1), video call (Probe 1)
and streaming (Probe 1) applications, which indicates a degree of determinism at these
exposures. For streaming, video call and voice call, we observed that signals have a certain
trend, a fact also encountered in determination of RQA parameters.

Figure 11 highlights the correlation dimension charts corresponding to all five mobile
applications. Embedding dimension is represented on the horizontal axis, and the corre-
lation dimension is represented on the vertical axis The correlation dimensions suggest
that streaming (at Probe 1) has a behavior similar with random signals, because there are
no certain patterns identified, or no saturation points are present. At the same time, the
other applications result in a distinct spatial structure of exposure; in this sense the CD
parameter becomes saturated at a certain point as the embedding size increases. This type
of behavior can be associated with chaotic emissions.

Phase space is an abstract multidimensional space that is used to graphically represent
all possible states of a dynamic exposure. In Figure 12, we notice that for download
application emissions produce phase-space representations which display dense lines that
follow a clear rule of diagonal direction. For the streaming application, we highlight a weak
presence of signal states, which indicates the random nature of the signal. For the upload
application, we observe similar trajectories which follow the same rule. For the videocall
and voice call applications, the same rule used for displaying signal states in download
application case is maintained.

As a result of using the nonlinear analysis method to emphasize any regularities of
recurrences in the time series of emitted field levels, interesting mobile phone emissions
behaviors were extracted and analyzed. Since significant details were obtained about the
evolution of electromagnetic exposure over time, we can affirm the importance and the
necessity of using the proposed method for the time-print analysis of signals emitted in 5G
mobile communications.
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4. Conclusions

The present paper had a double objective: to analyze both the high spatial variability
and the high temporal variability of human exposure to 5G emissions compared with
earlier generations of mobile technology. Phased-array antennas used in 5G provide
two exceptional features: (a) beamforming capability; (b) beam steering capability. These
features are responsible for the extremely dynamic tracing between base station and mobile
phone or between mobile devices. The user is greatly affected by such dynamics in space.
Depending on the antenna model, we followed peculiarities in the spatial variability of the
incident field and the consequent effect on SAR. Moreover, with 5G, a number of applica-
tions are available and each of them has a specific fingerprint in time. This fingerprint can
be captured and analyzed. In this paper, we used for the first time recurrence quantification
of the time series of emitted signals with the objective of emphasizing different features of
time-variability in 5G.

Practically, two generic models of 5G antennas were used for a dosimetric simulation
of power absorbed by the human head. Introducing phase differences between the elements
obtained various gains (dBi). By introducing a phase of 180 degrees alternately between
the elements of the antenna, we obtained the lowest gain. By changing the antenna
configuration (doubling the number of elements and transforming the linear to a planar
array) we obtained the highest gain, modified from 6.95 dBi to 10.07 dBi. It was proved
that with the 2×4 planar array antenna, unique radiation beams were obtained, which
were narrower, more directive and had a smaller angular width than the linear 1×4 array.
The beams were directed perpendicularly to the antenna surface, with the exception of the
opposite-phase elements case, which conducted to multiple beams. By applying different
beam steering directions, which are not normal orientations with regards to the head
model, different SAR values and distributions were obtained. Overall, higher mean-SAR
values resulted when we used the high-performance antenna (higher efficiency and gain,
i.e., planar 2×4 array), compared with the other case (linear 1×4 array). If compared against
the basic restrictions in the ICNIRP guidelines, the average SAR levels were <11% of the
the limit for the linear array, and < 40.3% of the limit for the planar array. These findings
converge with those reported in previous works on atto-cell networks [46]. However, we
observed that there are some specific points outside and inside the head model where local
peak-SAR values were significant. We encountered such situations at the level of skin, fat
and eye tissues, and this may lead to intense hot spots. In addition, the spatial variation of
the beams leads to high variation of the power absorption in different tissues; for certain
phase differences, the absorbed radiation was concentrated in specific areas, either in the
eyes, in the forehead, or in the neck. The results confirm the very high spatial variability of
the exposure depends massively on the antenna geometry.

From the perspective of time variability of exposure, regular time series provided
extensive information about the nonlinear dynamics and chaotic features of the exposure.
The phase reconstruction reveals the hidden information in the time series and provides
more descriptive forecasting and differentiation between the states of the exposure (homo-
geneous, periodic, disrupted or drift). Analysing a 5G mobile phone emission based on the
channel power–time variation, we obtained recurrence graphs which highlighted “hidden”
behaviors. Some complex patterns with non-random structures evolved. In the case of
voice-call emissions, we noticed a higher deterministic behavior with DET (1.31) compared
with the other ones, while the lowest extreme belonged to upload emission. Higher RR
values were obtained for streaming, video call and voice call emissions, which indicate
a high density of recurrence points; a fact which is assimilated with determinism presence.
Overall, 5G signals with the highest spatial and temporal variability impact the human
body with yet very unknown consequences. Recurrent and deterministic rules could be
extracted in the time imprint of exposures, even for short periods (tens of seconds) of
mobile application usage. Future research will follow and expand uponthese peculiarities.
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